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FLUXANA Reference Materials

FLUXANA is a producer of exclusive reference materials. These reference materials are 
produced especially for the use of XRF and are highest quality standards.

Our catalog contains the following reference materials:

    Cements

    Refractories

    Zeolite

    Plastic ROHS

    Plastic PE

    Gold jewelery alloy for micro XRF instruments

    Gold jewelery alloy for handheld XRF instruments

    Glass

But also XRF calibration sets 
well as XRF drift monitors, control samples and LOC samples.

 
To download our digital catalog please go to our homepage via the following link:



Step 3: FIND

You can log in to our portal at

Just enter your username and password in 
the required boxes.

will be asked to register. This is a one-time 
procedure. Further use of our database is 
FREE of charge!

Enter the various elements in your material 
in the designated boxes. Then click SEARCH. 

Alternatively you can also search an existing 
reference material. Please choose 
SEARCH BY REFERENCE MATERIAL
in the needed data.

The results of your search are shown in this 
step.

You have the opportunity to choose from all 

To get a quote on the reference material 

SEND TO CART.

Step 1: LOG IN

Step 2: SEARCH



Step 4: FEEDBACK FLUXANA

The world´s most comprehensive 
database for reference materials!

Go to the shopping cart and click 
REQUEST FOR QUOTE.

You will then receive a quote from us for the 
desired reference materials.

needs.

For the sake of the environment all catalogs 
available only as PDF-versions!

Digital Reference Material Catalogs
FLUXANA has summarized a large number of reference materials in catalogs. These catalogs can 
be downloaded from the FLUXANA homepage via the following link:

Metal Reference Materials - CHIPS

Metal Reference Materials - SOLID

Petrochemical Reference Materials



DIN EN ISO/IEC 17043.

Advantages for XRF Users:

    Inter-laboratory comparisons

    Presented results are treated anonymously
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